EROTIC VIDEO ARTS EXHIBITION

OCTOBER 18, 19, 20, 25, 26, 27 1974

at the Video Study Center of Global Village
454 Broome St., corner of Mercer
New York

LIGHT MEDITATION
PAT DEPEW

UNTITLED
ALEX BENNETT

TONGUE DRIS VS RY
RAM JUNE PULK

EROTIC RIDES
GRAYSON MINATTY

METAMORPHOSIS
ROY COLMER

JERUSALEM
AMY GREENFIELD

VIDEO ANTHROPOLOGY
FRANK & LAURA CAYEASTIAN

WITNESS: A MARRIAGE EVENT
DOUGLAS DAVIS

TRICKS: AINA DE VOG
JEFFREY RUEYMAN

PAUL AND BETTY
RUDI STERN

VIDEO REVIEW
PHILIP PERLMAN

PHANTOM
TON VIEZ

POLITICAL INTIMACY
JULIE GUSTAFSON

DIFFERENT STROKES FOR DIFFERENT FOLKS
SLOAN MILLARD

FANTASY
ANN VOLKES

VIDEO WRESTLERS JAPANESE STYLE
JOHN DRUPAGE

ONOSO: AURORA
WENDY APPLE

TRILOGY
PAT DEPEW

FRAGMENTS
JUDITH MANN

NARCISSICON
BILL & LOUISE ETIA

HERCULES
ANN VOLKES

DESPERATE
MARK BROWNSTONE

THE DAY SEX ENDED
RICHARD WARD

DICK TURNS A TRICK
JOHN WEILLY

PULSATIONS RESPONSE
JACQUELINE SKILES

WORK IN PROGRESS
ANDER NEKODEL VELEZ

SEX MACHINE
STEINA & Woody VASULKA

FRIDAYS AND SATURDAYS AT 8:30 PM
SUNDAYS 4:00 • DIFFERENT SHOW EVERY DAY

2.00